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Customized 
color sorter

CCD  
COLOR SORTER

  Custom-made

Provide the overall solutions for different 
materials and customers’ special needs.

Your request, my pursue！ ！
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售后服务保障体系

SERVICE GUARANTEE 
SYSTEM

No matter where you are in the world，
Our service will make you really feel,

“we are by your side”.

        Using AMD color sorters, you don‘t have to worry  the technology is out of 
times. we have the rich color sorting application experience, powerful research 
innovation ability and lifelong free upgrades to keep your equipments with newest 
progress. Believe the best Whenever you see.

       In the process of using the equipment, to avoid your device parts damage 
caused by long-term use and affect the color sorting effect , our well-trained 
professional and technical team will spare no effort to provide after-sale service 
support for you .  Wherever you are, we will provide the timely help for you .
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Firmly occupied the China color sorter market 
share by more than 30%，and our offices are 
cross in the whole country.
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Offices in China
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Sales service Tel 4008 378 889

After-sales service Tel 4001 139 365

Rapid response 
after-sales service team
And the best after-sales 

service system

客服中心

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
CENTER
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Offer system   
solutions

complete 
services

High quality 
cooperation 

program

☆ customized machine type

☆ solutions for unknown 

fields and special materials.

☆ 24h service in 
client center
☆ machine 
installation 
instructions
☆ machine debugging
and maintenance 
☆ have a return visit 
regularly

☆ staff training

☆ market development 

support

☆ technical support

·

售后服务承诺

AFTER-SALES SERVICE 
COMMITMENT
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Research 
and 

development 
center

production 
and 

manufacturin
g department

Sales 
team

Quality 

guarantee 
After-sales 

service

部门协作

DEPARTMENT
COLLABORATION

A complete department
and elite team

will offer you the 
warm-hearted service 
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研发中心

R & D
CENTER

The enterprise technology research and development center is supported by the 
national science and education base in Hefei. Develop with the cooperation and 
communication with the university of science and technology of China, Hefei university 
of technology and the people's liberation army electronic engineering institute.


